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Candle - Wikipedia A candle is an ignitable wick embedded in wax, or another flammable solid substance such as tallow, that provides light, and in some cases, a
fragrance. Candle | Definition of Candle by Merriam-Webster Recent Examples on the Web: Noun. In Annapolis, the journalists lighted five candles â€” one for each
victim. â€” Tim Prudente, baltimoresun.com, "Newsrooms fall. Light A Candle For A Loved One - Gratefulness.org Throughout the world, lighting candles is a
sacred ritual. We light a candle for many purposes: to illuminate darkness, dedicate prayers, solidify.

Candle - definition of candle by The Free Dictionary 2. Physics An obsolete unit of luminous intensity, originally defined in terms of a wax candle with standard
composition, later in terms of a carbon-filament lamp. candle - Wiktionary A light source consisting of a wick embedded in a solid, flammable substance such as wax,
tallow, or paraffin.Â· The protruding, removable portion of a. Candle | Define Candle at Dictionary.com Candle definition, a long, usually slender piece of tallow or
wax with an embedded wick that is burned to give light. See more.

Candle wick - Wikipedia A candle wick is usually a braided cotton that holds the flame of an oil lamp or candle. A candle wick works by capillary action, conveying
("wicking") the fuel to. Homesick Candles Nothing's more powerful than a memory. Homesick crafts 100% soy wax candles that take you home. Iconic designs and
location based scents that will trigger the. Candle | lighting | Britannica.com Candle: Candle, light source now mostly used for decorative and ceremonial purposes,
consisting of wax, tallow, or similar slow-burning material, commonly in.

Candle Africa Afbeeldingen, stockfoto's en vectoren ... Vind stockafbeeldingen voor candle africa in HD en miljoenen andere rechtenvrije foto's, illustraties en
vectoren in de Shutterstock-collectie. Elke dag worden.
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